ENGINEER’S CONCURRENCE LETTER
FOR FINAL INSPECTION AND
ENGINEERING RELEASE

Date: 8/14/2019

Project Name: Convention Center Water Quality Pond Improvements
Address: 217 Red River St, Austin TX, 78701
Site Plan Number: SP-90-0029C Correction 1
Building Permit Number: N/A

On 8/5/2019, I, John R. King, P.E., the undersigned professional engineer, made a final visual inspection of the above referenced project. I also have visited the site during construction and observed that the grading, drainage structures, and pond improvements were constructed per the approved plans with insignificant deviation. I, therefore, verify the adequate completion of the following items:

All pond inlet junction box with splitter weir, connections to existing storm drain pipes, discharge conduits to the pond, slide gate with manual operator, grouted rock riprap pond floor scour protection, and rock gabion weirs backfill and finished grading around new junction box construction items.

It should be noted that the disturbed ground and structural fill surfaces were covered with soil matting and re-seeded, but the re-seeding has not yet been established. Contractor has agreed, in concurrence with the City Inspector, to continue maintenance of the re-seeding until its establishment.

Signature

By: John R. King, P.E.
8/14/2019